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CHICAGO, THURSDA Y, 7ANUAR Y IO, I878. 
Editorial. . 
REFERRING to the Country School Programme that appeared in Number 42 of the WEEKLY and Number I of THE PRAC-
TICAL TEACHER .. several of our esteemed correspondents appear 
to think that it is good, with the customary" but it can not be 
used in such a school unless the pupils. can be selected," and 
similar objections. Now in reply to these" buts" we are moved 
to suggest: 1. That probably no programme could be made for 
anyone school, whether in city or country, which would exactly 
suit the circumstances of every other or perhaps of any other 
school. No two schools are, can be, or ought to be, exactly 
alike in all their details as to class of pupils, character of teach-
ers, organization and management. Hence, is it either to be 
expected or desired that the same programme in all its details 
as to studies, time-table, order of exercises, and other particu-
lars should be exactly fitted to all circumstances ? We think 
not. On the other hand we think that above all things teachers 
. of country schools and all other schools need to cultivate and 
to exercise that commo? sense which largely consists in the power 
of adapting one's self to the varying conditions and circum-
stances in which he is placed; which consists in extracting good 
from every hint and suggestion, and applying it wisely to the 
work in hand, and which is able to seize upon the jJn"ncij>les un-
derlying particular cases, methods, or ~xamples, and .building 
thereon an efficient and successfqI system of practice. 
2. We are moved farther to say, very positively, that the pro-
gramme referred to embodies all the essential facts of the rural 
district school; that having been in the business.we can spe~k 
intelligently and somewhat pathetically of the actual situation; 
that if such a programme be not adapted in all material respects 
to a country school, then it is the business of the teacher of that 
school to bring it up to' the conditions rif the programme as speedily 
as possible, and that lacking in this ability he should attend vig-
orously to the personal and prrifessional equation until he can make 
his side of it equal to the emergency! The teacher of every 
school should make · himself master of the sifuation, instead of 
allowing the situation to master him. In respect to their schol-
arship, gradation, and the like, h is self-evident that all country 
schools must be somewhere between the primary and the high 
. school. This being the case, they must be susceptible of some 
sort of classification approximating that of the city schools, and 
in the 'hands of earnest, determined, skillful, and industrious 
teachers, that approximation can be realized 'in practice. It is 
true, there are difficulties to be surmounted. But for what is a 
teacher licensed and employed, if not to wrestle with difficulties, 
and those, too, of no ordinary magnitude frequently? What 
the country schools, the -city schools, and schools everywhere 
need is energy, courage, tact, industry, patience, and skiII, as 
well as scholarship. Let them have their full share of these qual-
ities and we shall find most of their difficulties yielding to the 
treatment of master workmen. Labor omnia 'lJincit I 
Finally; if the programme of that . normal suident shall be 
studied, if the principles embodied in tt shall be mastered, and its 
provisions, under suitable modifications in particular cases, shall 
be enforced in every country school in the land, we hesitate not 
to say ffiat the value of these schools will be increased at least 
ten fold. We hear too much said against theories. . All practice, 
whether in the teacher's profession or any _ather profession, that 
does not rest upon a true theory, another na~e for sound prin-
ciples and immutable laws, is simple quackery. He who mas-
ters these principles and grasps these laws is alone fitted to de-
vise wise methods and successful systems of practice in any de-
partment. What is the telegraph, stretching over all lands and 
under all seas, but the practical application of pre-discovered 
laws and cunningly-woven theories? What are photography, 
locomotion, and the multifarious forms of labor-saving machin-
ery but the practical outcome of a previous mastery of the ' true 
theory of molecular forces? And so until the true theory of 
education shall likewise become more fully unfolded and more 
generally. understood,. its practical methods and measures will 
continue to produce their imperfect and unsatisfactory results. 
We must learn to look through and beyond particular examples 
to their underlying principles. We must seek to draw wisdom 
from every suggestion and to gather fresh inspiration from every 
well-conducted plan that promises to improve the condition or 
increase the efficiency of our means of education. We are in 
no immediate· danger of an excess of these plans and, sugges-
tions. Our country schools are less likely to suffer flJOm the use 
of imperfect programmes than from no programmes at all. Let 
us therefore welcome every attempt to reduce the work to sys-
tem, and seek to learn those sound principles of school economy 
upOn which ali successful practice fuust be based. 
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CHAPTERS IN SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
SCHOOL RECORDS.-Il. 
Prof. H. B. BucKHAM, Buffalo, N . Y. 
THE second question is, For what purpose are school records to be kept? In the discussion of .this question, as intimated, 
additional light may be thrown upon part of the first topic, viz: 
whether such records should be made at all . 
I take it for granted that no one will keep records without 
some , purpose to be had constantly in view. Judgments of a 
pUJ.lil's lessons and conduct as an abstract mental exercise would 
not be very fruitful of good j if it has no application to school 
and can be made of no use in school, it would seem to be hardly 
a quest ion whether it would be worth while to keep a record. 
The purpose will be found within those ends which the whole 
disciplIne of the school seeks. That discipline aims at the in-
tellectual and moral training of the pupil, and most separate 
parts of this discipline, or most acts regularly done in school, 
combine in themselves both these results. The record, if prop-
erly made,-that is, justly and with good judgment-stimulates 
the pupil to proper exertion. It does this: 
I. By giving him a daily standard by which to measure the 
merit of his lesson as a lesson . He comes to know wh:;l.t the 
teacher regards as a perfect lesson and to prepare the lesson ac-
cordingly. He learns to estimate his work at what it will pass 
for in the class, and to ask, how must I have this lesson to satisfy 
Il:!y teacher? What sort of explanation will be required? What 
kind of question will the teacher be likely to ask about it? What 
points will the teacher try me about to find out whether I know 
it all? Records will serve this end only when they are strictly 
and uniformlY,1pade. Their benefit, if any, will be mutual. The 
teacher must have a standard of requirements an'd he must hold 
to that standard if his record is to have this effect. The pupil 
very soon comes to know how much he can depend on the teach-
er's laxity and shifting requirements, and in general he will d~ 
. only what he must. If he thinks, from former experience, that 
a lesson poorly prepared will pass muster, he will prepare it just 
so.~ to pass muster, and this not from a conscious design to 
shuk, but because he unconsciously adopts his teacher's standard. 
The teacher who exacts what he requires will generally have it, 
and if he is just and prudent he is right in doing this. No teach-
er can uniformly get from children much more than the lowest 
he will generally receive, and if he insists upon it he will gener-
erally get from the average pupil nearly what that pupil has 
learned to expect he must give. ' 
2. By inciting his ambition to stand high in the class. I do not 
say to stand first in the class, because the highest is not of neces-
sity as high as the ordinarily good pupil ought to stand. Any 
pupil in at all the right frame of mind would rather rank with 
the best of his mates than .with the poorest. If he is not quite 
the most diligent pupil he does not relish being regarded' as 
among the dullards and incapable of doing at least well. He 
would rather be considered one of the boys who always has his 0 
lessons, who stands a good chance to win a prize or a medal, 
who can help the other boys if they get into a tight place, than 
as of no account and only a drag on the rest. Now judicious 
records, rightly used, by informing the pupil how far above the 
, lowest and how near to the highest he ~tands, by showing him 
how muc~ he is improving or falling off, or how others areO doing 
comparatIvely better than he, or how he is doing compared with 
last term or last year, may excite a wholesome qesire and effort 
to do continually better. "Marks may create any degree of 
wrong feeling in a class, but it is not inherent in them that they 
should do so, but only from a faulty object in view and an un-
wIse use of them. It is natural that pupils should want to know 
how well they stand, that is, how well they have done j and if ill-
feeling arises it generally shows that something else besides this 
dissatisfaction with the teacher's judgment about lessons is 
wrong. If they see that they have been m~rked fairly they will 
accept it and try to maintain and improve their record. Most 
pupils, under right 'school influence otherwise, will work to keep 
a good rank or to get out of a low nink, and if this is not the 
highest motive it"must be remembered that few of us do really 
act from unmixed motives, and that children in the nature of the 
case seldom work without hope of some kind of reward j they 
do not know much yet about knowledge'os being its own reward, 
and they cannot yet quite rise to that plane of virtue which is 
indifferent to the recognition by others of the degree of merit 
which rightfully belongs to them. It is an unpromising sign if 
a pupil would as lief be at the foot as at the head of his class; 
to know where he stands is a constant spur to his instinctive de-
sire to excel, and if by this and other discipline he can be made 
to understand that to excel one's own past and present is.worthy . 
of anyone's ambition, and that to maintain a good standing in 
the teacher's books is right and proper for himself while it does 
no wrong in anyway to others, a good lesson for school and for 
life will have been learned. 
3· By b~ing a history of the school and of the individual pupil. 
The steps of progress and the rate of improvement and the 
steadiness o'r uncertainty with which an acquired position has 
been maintained, are sometimes of great value in a school. A 
pupil does not want to fall below what he has at one time been 
able to do, and a class is generally ambitious of doing as well 
as the best of its predecessors. The records show what character 
for scholarship and conduct has to be maintained, and an appeal . 
not to degenerate but to advance has weight . . A traditional 
pride in this matter is a help to the pupil who looks back npon 
a creditable record for himself ever since he has been in school 
and determines to maintain it. It is a good sign if a class or a 
whole school come to feel that they cannot afford to let the ·his-
tory ,of the school as shown by their records suffer at their hanqs 
and to resolve that it shall not suffer. 
.. 
4· By being in this wayan indication to the teacher whether 
he is Going his part toward keeping the school up to its honor-
able traditions. If he finds his classes falling below what tliey 
used to be and so the tone of the whole lower ·than it was,. he 
will at once inquire into the reason and begin, if he can, the 
process of recovery. He has relaxed ~ffort, or not noticed a 
very gradual degradation of the character of lessons, or has not 
been vigilant enough to pick up ,the little thr~ads of power which 
mark the difference between first-rate and second-rate teachers, 
unfil this is revealed in the falling off of the record: It is a peri-
odical reminder that ht must not omit for a single day, to do all 
his duty, for any school begins to drop just as soon as the small-
est detail of discipline is neglected or suffered to fall into disuse. 
S· By furnishing the ne~essary data for the information of par-
ents. This, if parents can be ind,uced to make a right use of it, 
might be, as it should be, a powerful stimulus to the pupil. A 
record daily made,-and as a~ aggregate in some way reported at 
stated times, gives the parents who are disposed to make use of 
it, an opportunity of assisting the teacher in maintaining the 
pro~r standard of lessons, But whatever use may ~ ma~e <?f 
':lO~ti· o 
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it, and whether, indeed, it is at all considered or even under-
stood by th~m, may, if it is the only means of letting any out-
side of the school itself know how pupils stand in the judgment 
of the teacher. If the child knows that his school work is 
judged by the teacher and recorded every day and may be re-
viewed by the parent, he will have the triple influence of those 
two and of his class-mates all tending in the same direction of 
good lessons. 
In all these ways records of lessons may stimulate the individ-
ual pupil and the school to do their best. This alone will not 
secure the best results, but it will help toward this end. The 
most skillful teacher will make everything done in school con-
tribute directly or indirectly toward what eyer result is desired; 
it is scarcely possible to separate one part of his work from 
another; all parts play into and assist each other. This daily, 
or rather this constant judgment of the pupil should make the 
teacher 'both more just and more charitable and should accustom 
him to use this means in such a way as to acquire the perfect 
confidence of the pupil and a firmer hold .and control of all he 
does in school. It should teach the .pupil to judge hiniself while 
he respects the teacher's judgment and accepts the relative posi-
tion which is assigned him. It should lead him not to study for 
marks, but to submit to a superior opinion of his merits and to 
strive to win a high place in that superior's regard. Especially 
if the ·child knows that the teacher recognizes and gives cred'it 
for what he can properly ascertain of effort made, .and that this 
is honored as well as the actual lesson recited, he will find that 
the two are a constant and powerful encouragement of the best 
effort he can put forth. Some, indeed, will always be disap-
pointed and dissatisfied with their record; their lessons were as 
good as such another's; the teacher does not like them, and so 
on. Those a,gain, who habitually stand low will not like the re-
cords, or will not care how they stand. But it is impossible, if 
it is desirable, to satisfy chronic . grumblers either in school or 
out; their discontent is no argument against any plan, but rather 
. in its favor. There always will be some who do not respond· 
fully to whatever method of inciting them to do their best the 
teacher rn'ay use. By strictness and uniformity of judging a les-
son and by steady perseverence in applying such judgment to 
the improve men t of lessons, nearly all may be reached; as man y, 
probably, as can be reached by any cne means. To make no 
record of lessons seems a loose and indifferent way of dealing 
with the intellectual part of school work; to make such record 
seems to use ' one of the most powerful means of intellectual 
stimulus. Very much, however, depends on how this record is 
made, and what is done with it. 
The record of conduct I will consider in the next paper. 
TEACHER AND DISTRICT.-IV; 
C. M. WOODRUFF, of the Michigan Bar, Detroit. 
21 
another, he was held liable for two entire quarters 8 ; and when a teacher 
. cqntracted to teach a district school a specified time, and during the time he 
was absent two days at one time, without the previous consent of the pruden-
tial committee, and he closed the school a few days before the time agreed 
upon, and this also without the previous consent of the prudential committee; 
but it appeared that he had sufficient reason in both instances. for so closing, 
and the prudential committee, when the cause was made known, were entirely 
satisfied; it was held that the teacher was entitled to. recover pay for the time 
during which he actually taught, at the Sl\me rate of compensation agreed upon 
for the entire time'. In an English case where a child at school, for whom 
payment was made quarterly, was sent home on account of illness · four 
days after the cOJ&lllencement of a quarter, and did not return, it was then de-
cided that the master was entitled to a whole quarter's schooling, although 
there was no express contract for a quarter's notice, or a quarter's pay, and 
although the school was a day school, in which the child was the only 
boarder 6 • And when a duly qualified teacher contracted in writing on the 
9th day of May to teach the defendant's school for three months from and . 
after April 18, 1871, at $42 a month, and thereupon taught from said 9th day 
of May till the expiration of three months from said 18th day of April, it was 
held that he could recover for said tuition at said stipulated ratC: o. 
A teacher, having a proper certificate from the town superintendent of 
schools, was hired to teach a school for the defendartt for the the term of three 
months. He taught six weeks, when most of the district became dissatisfied 
with his school, and only one or two scholars attended. The stove legs and pipe 
were carried from the school house, and the plaititiff had to close school, but 
was requested by the prudential committee to hold himself iii readiness to go 
on with the school the remainder of the term, which he did and could get no 
other employment. The prudential committee made no effort to put the school 
house in condition for the school to continue. Held, that the plaintiff was en-
titled to recover for the full term 7 • 
Generally, a school month is four weeks of five days in each week, unless 
otherwise stipulated. 
, Sec. 3 . When is the Teacher's Salary Forfeited? 
The teacher must ordinarily have performed all that his contract with the dis-
trict requires of him to entitle him to receive wages, before he can demand such 
wages. The salary may be paid in installments in such sums 'and at·such inter-
vals as is agreed upon, or as is customary. Any statutory requirement consti-
tutes a part of the teacher's contract, although nl> mention may be made of it. 
It has consequently been decided that a teacher could recover no pay for his 
services, until he had filled up and completed the regIster of the school kept by 
him in compliance with any statute which may require such register. And the 
school co~mittee have no power to waive a performance of this duty by_him 8 • 
In Vermont, however, where the public money given to a district depended 
upon the actual attendance of scholars, and the teacher was required to answeJ:. 
statistical inquiries to teachers contain~d in a school register, and to certify to 
the correctness of her record of such attendance, and deportment of scholars, it 
was held that a teacher of a common school does not f!>rfeif her salary by neg-
lect to answer such inquiries, and to certify to the correctness of such re~ord ; 
but that the teacher is liable to make good to the district the amount of public 
money which her n('glect may cause the town to lose9 • New Hampshire, under 
a similar law to that in Massachusetts, follows the decision in J~~II1JS Abing-
ton, above quoted, holding that the teacher can not be lawfully paid for his ser-
vices, until he has made a report to the Superintending Committee, as required 
by statute 1 o. But when the teacher is prevented without any fault on her part 
from teaching to the close of the term, the fact that she did not make the en-
(ries in the school register which the law requires to be made at the close of the 
school does not prevent the · recovery of her wagesll • In Louisiana, on the 
other hand, it is held that an act of the legislature requiring that the warrant 
drown for the salary of any teacher should be accompanied by a ~tatement of 
the number of childttn taught, is merely directory, and such statement was 
. Sec. 2. Amount of Teacher's Wages. 
THE amount of the teacher's wages depends upon his contract with the not .meant to be a necessary adjunct of the warrant, without which it could not be paid12• . board. In the absence of any statutory regulation, when there is no con- In Michigan the statute requires among others things that "all contmcts (with 
tract expressed, a teacher may re'cover whatever the value of his services were teachers) shall be in writing, and signed by a majority of the district'; said 
reasonably worth1 , for a teacher teaching in a school without a written con-
contract shall .specify the wages agreed upon, anti shall require the teach" to 
tract is entitled. to receive the reasonable value of the services performedi. 
When the rate: of comp.ensation is expressed, the question somtimes arises 3 Keckley 'Us Cummings Harper. (S. C.) 267. 4 Mason . .,s Schoot District, 20 Vt. 487 . 
. as to the term for which a teacher shall receive wages. It p~J)elin Jl,e)d~ 5 Col1ill"-vs .P1II:~ •• 5 J:lijlg., " 3"' ". • 
: 6 : J\f'C :ot \n"e~' n Sc>lo'lI'I?isf..N.o. 45J 20 !linn. 7$~ 
South Carolina, that where the custom prevails for schookJIasttrs,'to Oha1'ge • 7 ~ ~:OWe)!,';s r,;eh. ::ru'l./" I,t, 8r: " 
b th d h d ( ' '" 0 " - 3· );,Iv:h V~ Ali. ~On " KlIeil. (Mass). 592. y e quarter an tee endant's children continued one quart~r 'and pan :of. 9 trosQy ~s !lch, llist. (Barret,.. J. dlssentin&) 3S Vt. 603. 
0 "" ' 10 M!>'!ltor.bo:-OU<lti ~. Tuttle, 0 l"ostor, (N. H.) 47". 1 "ert vs Bourgceis, 16 La. An. 163. II S<'ht(.'l ~()R..I\J~t> No.2; 46 Vt 452. 
2 Jones liS School D ist., 8 Kan., 362. .. "I I~ M~tefl""Fc..'UiDCt.."t3 La. An. 601. 
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kup a C01TUt list of tke pupils, and tke ag-e of eack attending- tke sckool, and 
tke number of days eack pupil is present, and to furnisk the director with a 
correct copy of the same at the close of the sChOO/Si S . . It has been decided, 
under this statute, that it is not necessary to the validity of a contract bet~lln 
a teacher and district, that this provision be inserted in it, the statute being 
said to be directory merely, and not mandatory, and the condition entering 
i.nto the teacher's contract by virtue of it, whether expressed or not. It will 
be observed, however, that this decision does not go so far as to hold that the 
teacher could recover wages from the district, if she did not keep the required 
record. That, in Michigan, is an open question, and in this as in every state, 
the teacher should put himself on the safe side, by keeping such list as required 
by law. 
Of course it is a good defense to an action by a teacher ~ainst a district for 
wages, that she had no certificate, in states where such certificates are required. 
This has been heretofore amply illustrated. But when a school teacher, abid-
ing the direction and the convenience of the superintendent, was examined 
after she had begun the school, and received an antedated certificate; and was 
dismissed after teaching a few weeks, and carried away the school register, but 
returned it to the school district clerk before she commenc'ed her suit for wa-
ges, but without notifying the prudent\al committee of its return'; it was held, 
that her claim for wages was not defeated, and it was further held that evi-
dence that she had given to some of her scholars in answer to certain im-
pertinent, if not impudent, inquiries, on account of a trouble she had had in 
a former school, offered to show that she was untruthful, was properly ex-
cluded14 . . 
VILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS.-I. 
Supt. AARON GOVE, D.~nver, Colorado. 
ATTEMPTS to make laws or formulate theories for the guidance of prin-cipals of village schools are often ~ade without desirable results. Al-
though such schools all over the land ar~ counted by hundreds, yet, like the 
passing clouds, no two are found that are the same in position, condition, or ' 
surroundings. Young men, when taking charge of such schools, are prone to 
follow literally that which they have learned from others, not taking care to 
modify their own working to suit the condition of what they find . 
There are, however, some principles which can be stated that are applicable 
to all such work; and others, that-can' be put in such form as will invite or 
compel modification, and which may be good for all village schoolmasters. The 
purpose of these papers is to review som.e of the duties of the class of teachers 
. to which reference has been made; to note what observation and experience 
have taught the writer to be sins of omission and of commission . . In makng 
these statements the young teacher is constantly in mind, for it is to our young 
men that the profession must look for its preserv~tion and prosperity; they 
must be taught, urged, coaxed, if need be, to work arduously for the elevation 
of the teacher's professional condition; 
Let us first look ,at those duties of the principal which relate to the care and 
protection of property. He is the custodian, for the time, of all the buildings, 
furniture, apparatus, and surroundings. Although the title to the property is 
not in his name, but in that of the board; although, nominally, he is protector 
of nothing, really, he is guardian of every dollar which his town has invested. 
This alone is a great tTust. 
A student, with his college diploma, brand-new, who has never been the 
possessor of more than a thousand dollars at one time, by being placed in charge 
of the village school becomes the custodian of fifty, often (more'$ the pity) one 
hundl'ed and fifty thousand dollars. Any single capitalist having that amount 
in real or personal' property would use much time in looking after it, and 
through it his own interests. The public property should be guarded no less 
carefully; the school superintendent is the man appointed and paid for such 
service. All needed repairs should receive prompt attention; the board should 
be at once notified, that the matter may be taken in tilbe. A leak in the roof 
The principal should know the exact financial condition of his town, and 
especially of the board. A man is improvident indeed who, without regard to 
his income, goes on investing in houses, lots, furniture, or luxuries for home. 
A school board is not less improvident if, with a small treasury, it invests, at 
the suggestion of the school-master, in costly apparatus and fine furniture. 
Every man that has charge of a system of schools has an eye to the fine ap-
pearance of his buildings, inside and outside ; all desire the best and most 
elegant furniture. Many boards spend money upon the advice of the principal; 
he, then should always be prepared to knr)w for what he can in reason ask. 
He should be prepared to deny himself and his school any luxuries or even so-
called essentials, when the financial condition will not justify their purchase. 
Maps, reference libraries, philosophical ap?aratus, desks-all these often are 
counted nt!cessities. They are not. Whatever one does, he should remember 
that fi ne buildings and furniture will never make a good school; a poor house 
may contain an excellent school. 
The appearance of the school building and its grounds must be regarded, 
to some extent, as indicating the character and work of the princpal of the 
school. True, as has been said; he is not always directly responsible, but all 
necessary power will, in time, be vested in him. 
In d osing this paper, perhaps nothing better can be said on the principal's 
care of property than this. . Let him treat all the property as he wonld if it 
were his own, bought with his own hard-earned money, and repaired and re-
newed from his private purse. 
The school-life of children affords ample time for obtaining a thorough edu-
cation, equal to what has been usually called an academical education. It is 
a hurtful error to suppose that it is necessary for a child to spend years to ob-
tain a progress that ought to be acquired in as many months. Yet many child-
ren spend ten or twelve years . in school and never extend their course of study 
heyond simply reading, writing, and the first principles of arithmetic, and such 
seldom arrive at more than a li~ited attainment. It is ~ot a detraction to say 
. th~ t a large po;tion of children shamefully idle away most ~f their school-li f". 
This ought not so to be, and ought not longer to be permitted. It is a breac:, 
of trust committed to those who are responsible for it, and a waste of money 
appropriated for our schools.-Hop kinton (Mass.) Sch . Com. 
Teacher. have work to do outside of the schools, in establishing literary 
societies, reading. rooms, and fostering lyceums, etc. ,You should each be . 
the educational head of your county. It would be a great work to organize 
a literary society in every school-house in the state,-it would draw both boys 
and men from the tavern and the store, and give them an .interest in bouks 
and papers. I know you have a man's work on hand now ; but I know, too, 
that the ~lan to do work is the one who has most of it to do;-nobody expects 
much of an idle man. No man -k; ows how much he can do till he has tried; 
and you will do your present work better for this addition. As you lift up 
public sentiment you lift up the schools.-y. P. Wickersham, Supt. Pmn. 
Pub. SellOO/S, 
The society formed in France a year or two ago for the purpose of sur-
veying for a canal to unite the -Atlantic and Pacific, by the Darien route is 
making progress in its operations. Its explorers are busily at work in th!! 
United States of Colombia, under the direction of Lieut. Wyse~ who reports 
his confidence that an inter-oceanic canal by way of Colombia will soon be an 
accomplished fact. He specially favors the Colombian route, because it will 
not require such expensive locks as t~e Nicaragua route, while the lowest grad. 
ients and the narrowest isthmuses are also to be found in Colombia. 
SELECTIONS FROM GOETHE.-II. 
MAXIMS AND REFLECTIONS. 
that can be stopped to-day for five dollars, if neglected, play cost fifty. A Arranged by S. r. BARTLETI'. 
broken banister, a cracked casting, a burnt stove or -furnace lining, even' a EVERYone must tl).ink in his own way; for he will always discover some 
broken fence picket or rail should be promptly repaired. Who is there, who sort of truth or approl'imation to truth which helps him through life. 
seeS all the various appurtenances of the schooi and grounds each day and But he must not let himself elrift along; he must exercise self-control; it be-
sees them as the responsible party, like the superintendent or_principal? Even comes not man to allow himself to be ruled by mere instinct; unlimited activ-
though a committee of the boarg.has been appointed to look after just these ity of any kind must at last end in bankruptcy. 
mallers, that committee can not be expected to make daily inspection visits; -Originality chiillenges originality. 
and such visits are indispensable. ~. : ~ ~. :. .. .-' 0,. < ." 0 "' . ' • 0 .rroMenJ;.QJIl!r to mistalte themselves and others because they treat the means 
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'4 WcIla.,. School DIaL, 4' Vt. 3530 •• " • • _ • • ' :oomp"lisliing 'mything, or _perhaps effects the reverse of what was designed. 
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_ Generalizations and sdf-conceit are always preparing the most lamen-
table mishaps_ 
-It is extremely difficult 'to correct, and sift, whole, half, and quarter errors, 
and to put what of truth they contain in its' proper place. 
_ The smallest man may be complete by confining his actions within the 
limits of his capacity and skill; but even fine gifts are obscured, ruined, and 
anmhilated, if the indispensable proportion be wanting. This mischief will 
often display itself in this new time; for who can hope to fUlfill satisfactorily 
the claims of an age every way full of exaggeration, and also in rapidest move-
ment. 
......:What we]plan, what we undertake, should' already be so clearly mapped 
put, and so beautifulm its proportions that the world by interfermg could only 
mar it. We should thus be in an advantageous position to adjust what might 
have got out of joint, and to repla.ce what had been destroyed. 
-Let the active, able man deserve and expect: 
From the great-grace; 
From the powerful-favor; 
From the good and active-help ; 
FrOm the multitude-liking; 
From the individual-love. 
But what is your duty ?-To fulfil the claims of the day. 
The South. 
THE Arkansas State Teachers' Association was postponed from the holidays until some time in the summer of 1878.--Tiu Eclectic Teaclur 
favors a southwestern teachers' association.--Hon. H. S. Tjlompson, State 
Superintendent of South Carolina, will present a .. bill " to ' the legislature 
which will~ if it becomes a law, correct many of the evils which at present 
exist in the public school system of that state.--The proceedings of the last 
Georgia Teachers' Association have been published and are full of. interest. ' 
Copies may be obtained by sending stamp to W. B. Bonnell, the Secretary, 
Atlanta.--Hon. Alexander Stephens has educated more than sixty young 
men in the schools and colleges of Georgia.--The public schools of Atlanta, 
perhaps the best in the state, have about twenty-five hundred pupils enrolled. 
--In the public schools of Macon there is an increase of t\venty per cent 
in attend3;nce over last year.--Atlanta has a private Kindergarten.--The 
University of Georgia has graduated six governors, twenty-six United States 
Senators and Congressmen, and forty-nine judges.--"Miss Julia Kendall has 
been elected principal of the colored Normal 'School with Prof. E . J. Ed-
munds as assistant. It is the purpose of the Board to secure the services of 
competent lecturers."- Wlekly Louisianian, New Orleans. 
KENTUCKY. 
Facts and figures in regard to the syst em of public schools in the state show 
an urgent need of activity on the part of the friends of popular educatio~. 
There are, as shown by Supt. Henderson's Report for the year ending June 30, 
1877,40,000 white and 50,000 colored qualified voters who cannot read and 
write--equal to one third of the electors of the state. The revenue for school 
purposes for the current year yields only $1.65 ptr captt for white pupils and on-
ly 52 cents for colored. Formerly all the taxes paid by colored people went into 
the school fund for the whites ; now they are applied to the' education of col-
ored children. In 1871, the number of pupil children was 405.427 ; now there 
are 470,323 an increase of 64,896. In 1871 real estate stood at the highest val-
uation; It has been constantly declining since that year; so that Kentucky is 
poorer in 1877 than she was in,I871 by $50,000,000. Again, the school revenue 
in 1871 was $968,1'76; in 1876, $823,614. The great decrease in the valua-
tion of real estate and the increase of children can readily be seen as the cause 
of the falling off in the amount per caput. For the purpose of giving our 
readers a proper idea of some of the defects of our laws regulating school 
finances, we quote from the State Superintendent's 'Report, as follows :-"As 
long as the revenue laws remain as they are, the State Auditor will not be able 
to furnish an exact estimate of the school revenues. The money that wm be 
paid teachers this year is not money collected last year and laid up in the State 
Treasury, but is money to be collected the current year ill which the schools 
are tanght. The Governor, Auditor, and the Superintendent have urged upon 
the legislature a change of the revenue laws so as to secure an earlier payment 
of the taxes; but though the subject has been beforc the last several legislatures, 
and tiivorably reported on by Ihe committees, the General Assembly has failed 
to rectify the matter." -
FACETLE. 
, AL ITTLE girl who had often heard her mother speak of her father, who 
was somewhat bald, as bemg a self-made man, asked her one day, if 
her father was a self-made man, why he didn't put more harr on his head. 
-In a Connecticut district school a few days since"a little boy, six years old, 
was seen to whisper, but denied doing so when reproved, by the teacher. He 
was 'told to remain after school, when the teacher, tlying to impress uPOJ? his 
youthful mind ' the sinfulness of not speaking the truth, asked him if they 
did not tell him,.in the Sunday school, where bad boys went who told false-
hoods. ' Choking with sobs he said: " Yes, marm, its a place where there 
is a fire, but I don't just remember the name of the town." . 
-A Scotch dialogue from PuncA: " 'Been to school, little lassie i · Aye, 
sir.' 'Good girl-there's a penny for you.' 'Thank you, sir. I'll hae to be 
steppin'-but awm gaun to skeull i'- the morn\n'-wull ye be this way i' the 
etterneun l' .. ' 
-Professor-" In one evening I counted twenty-seven meteors sitting on my 
piazza.. .. ·Class expresses great astonishment at the sociable character of the 
heavenly bodies. 
-A teacher in one of our grammar schools inquired, .. What was the cause 
of the Revoluti01lllIY. War?" The prompt reply was, "The Yankees wanted 
the Fourth of July and were bound to have it."-Boslon Travller. 
-A bright lad was reciting some English poetry to his mother, and, among 
othe~ things, gave the" Burial of Sir John Moore." "What do you like best 
in that piece," asked the mother 1 ... Few and short were the prayeili they 
said,''' was the boy's reply. 
FACTS FOR TEACHERS. 
( GleaM" from 1M Press.) 
ISTHMUS CANAL PROJECT.-Lieut. Wyse, of the French Navy, reports fa-
vorably on his official explorations of/the Isthmus of Darien, with a view to the 
project of an inter-oceanic canal. He believes that it could be most easily exe-
cuted directly from the valleys of the 'Fupisa and Tiati to the Gulf of Uraba, 
and would not require any locks. Another line surveyed connects the valley 
of the Tuyra (a river flowing into the Pacmc, and of which the Tupisa is an 
afBuent) with the Caquirri, flowing into the Gulf of Uraba; but this would need 
five locks, each with a rise or fall of more than thirty feet, and also a short 
tunnel. Lieut~ Wyse estimates the cost of the proposed work as not excessive. 
-The superintendent of a factory in Canada which manufactures paper from 
wood says that the proces, is now so much improved that the paper can be made 
ready for use in six hours from the cutting of the tree. ' 
-A Natchez newspaper, describing the chan&es in the course of the Miss-
issippi River, says that St. Joseph and Rodney have been left inland; Vicks-
burg is left on,a lake; Delta will soon be washed away; a cut-off has ~en 
made at Grand Gulf, and by another season Port Gibson and Claiborn county 
will have no landing. 
-The report of the Postmaster-General shows a decrease of nearly $5,000, 
000 in the sales of stamps, etc., and the money-order business, and a deficiency, 
excluding the accounts of previous years, of about the same sum; but the ex-
penditures .vere $3.353,000 less than the estimates. In transmitting suppli!!S of 
stamps, amounting to over $26,000,000, only two packages w~re lost, and their 
value amounted to but ,82.15. The loss of re~stered letters is but one-fiftieth 
of one per cent. 
-The buildings of the coming Paris Exhibition in 1878 are the largest yet 
conceived for the purpose. The nave of the ma.in building is nearly 2,200 
feet long; the vista, which includes the two vestibules, is more than 3,360 
feet, and each of the transepts and vestibules,more than 1,100 feet. The eiglit 
industrial courts are all parallel, and are divided into two series of f,?ur each; 
one series being devoted to the productions of France, and the other to the rest 
or" the exhibiting nations. In the center of the garden between the two s~ries 
a.re twq ranges of fine art galleries. On the opposite side of the river is the 
Trocaden Palace, which is to be devoted to the hIstory of man from the savage 
state down to the most modern appliances of science and art. It will after-
wardlle used as a municipal museum. 
-That the ocean has its region of calms is a well-known fact; but that there 
is such a quarter on land is not so generally understood. It is claimed, how-
ever, that there is just such a quiet region, and that it is due to this natural 
phenomenoh that the.climate of KentuCky, Tennessee, and the northern por-
tions of Mississippi, Alabama," and Georgia ii 10 COD&eDialo 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.-Mr. Thom"';1s A. Eddison, the inveBtor of the talking phono-graph which was recently described in these columns by an article from 
the Scimtijic AlIurican, has constructed a new and largel machine, which not 
merely speaks with great clearness, but loud enough to be audible at a dIstance 
of 175 feet .--Professor Huxley defines technical education as the teaching 
'of handicrafts, and the requirements thereof he sums up to be reading, writing, 
ciphering, a taste for one's calling, an acquaintance with the elemeuts of physi-
cal science, a knowledge of a foreign language, and the scrupulous avoidance 
of the practice known as "cramming". As to the means for carrying out this 
ideal edu-::ation, Professor Huxley strongly advocates the more extended teach-
ing of natural science in the public schools, and he thinks that the mode of 
instruction should be especially practical and experimental. He also recom-
mends some special means for utilizing in the public interest unusual talent or 
genius found in schools,--Fifty large-sized, first-class locomotives have lately 
been Oldered from Russia, and are now being manufactured in Philadelphia, 
They are to be completed during March next. In all, nearly 2,000 men will be re-
quired on the job for which about $500,000 is to be paid.--English capital-
ISts are said to have decided to construct an underground railroad the wholc 
Icngth of New York City.--The formal opening of the American Museum 
of Natural History at New York occurred Dec. 22, 1877. President I-byes 
performed the ceremony. President Eliot and Professor Marsh were among 
the speakers.--The N. Y. Tribune has been" introduced" into the reading 
classes of the Riverside Seminary, N. Y.--Ralph Waldo Emerson has been 
elected ohe of the foreign associates of the French Academy of Moral and 
P"litical Sciences, the fifth coordinate division of the Institute of France. 
LITERARY.-Tht Galaxy has passed from the hand; of Sheldon and Com-
pany to' the enterprising publishers of the Atlan/ic, H. 0. Houghton & Co., 
who will merge it with that magazine. It was always a welcome magazine, 
and always contained at least one article of extraordinary interest. The Atlalt-
tic will undoubtedly have the benefit of some of this freshness and vigor.--
The first number of Vick's IlItistrated Monthly, January, 1878, has appeared, 
and proves to be just what is wanted hy the hundred thousand patrons flf that 
enterprising horticulturalist. The price is only $1.25 a- year. Address the 
publisher at Rochester, N. Y.--The January-February number of the North 
AlIltrica1l Revitw contains the following articles: "Charles Sumner," Senator 
Hoar." A Crumb fot the Modern Symposium," Prof. John Fiske; "The Art 
of Dramatic Composition," Dion Boucicault; "General Amnesty," J. Ran 
dolph ' Tucker;' "The English Aristocracy," W. E. H. Lecky ; "Reminis-
cences of the Civil War," General Richard Taylor; " The Origin of the Italian 
Language." W. W. Story; "Ephesus, Cyprus, and Mycenre," B~yard Taylor; 
I, Capture of Kars and Fall of Plevnl," General G. B. McClellan; "Currency 
Quacks and the Silver Bill," Manton Marble; and notices of Woolsey's "Po-
litical Science," Proctor's" Myths and Marvels of Astronomy," Geikie's "Life 
and Words of Chri,t," Sullivan's" New Ireland," Bowen's" Modern Philoso-
phy from Decartes to Schopenhaur and I-Iartman," Avery's" California Pic-
tures in Prose and Verse," Lmderman's "Money and Legal Tender in the 
United St'ltes," VIctor Hugo's "Histoirie d'un Crime," Cook's" House Beau-
tiful," Trowbridge'S "Book of Gold and other Pvems," Klunzinger's "Upper 
Egypt," and Habberton's " Budge and Toddie," For sale by all booksellers 
and newsdealers generally.--The new year for L ittell's L iving Agt opens , 
with the number for the week ending January 5. Owing to the recent estab-
lishment of impor.tant periodicals abroad-notably The Nimtunth Cmtury in 
England-and to the simultaneous improvement of others, a fresh impetus has 
been given to foreign periodical literature ; the able;t living thinkers and 
writer. being enlisted in it. service to an extent heretofore probably unequaled. 
Tht Living Agt presents with sati.factory completeness what is most valu-
able in this literaure. The publishers already announce for early numbers 
of the new year articles by Louis Kossuth, ex-Governor of Hungary (on the 
Turkish Question), Prof. Max MUller, Prof. Goldwin Smith, the Duke of Ar-
gyll, Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone (on Courses of Religious Thought), Richard 
A. Proctor, Prof. Owen, and others (Studies in Science), Francis Power Cobbe, 
Alfred Russell Wallace, Prof. J. C. Blackie, Edward A. Freeman, Matthew 
Arnold, J. Leslie Stephen, John Ruskin, and other eminent writers. In the 
department of fiction the best foreign authors will be represented in serial a~d 
short stories. The publication of a new story by William Black js to be begun 
in January, from advance sheets, and other attractions will follow. The begin~ 
ning of a new volume is a favorable time for new subscriptions, and the pub-
lishers still present to new subscribers for 1878 the last seven numbers of 187,7, 
which contain the first installments of a fine new German serial, translated for 
The Livilzg Age>, also a serial story by Miss Thackeray, and the usual large 
amount of othervaluable matter. Littell and Gay, Boston, are the publishers. 
REVIEWS. 
COMPLETE Arithmetic, !'heoretical and 'Practical, by William G. Peck, Ph. D., LL. D., Professor (·f Mathematics and Astronomy in Columbia 
College, and of Mechanics in the School of Niines. (A. S. Barnes & Co., 
New York, Chicago, and New Orleans. Price, $1.12, sent by mail, post-paid.) 
-This little book, which is printed in large, readable type, professes "to pre-
sent in logical order and within moderate limits all the fundamental principles 
of arithmetic, together with, their most important applications to the wants of 
the student, the artis.!.n, and the man of business;" and to a considerable ex-
tent it accomp!ishes its professed object. The author has not gone far from 
tbe well-beaten track of arithmetic makers. He h:ls, however, either entirely 
eliminated or iudi ; iously curtailed the proportions of some of the more ab-
struse topics, thereby giving opportunity for more extensive work in topics 
which are of the most practical nature. III this respect, the author is well 
wf.rthy of imitation, and the' book of consideration as a text-book. We note 
with pleasure the accuracy of some definitions, as those of factor, composite 
and prime numbers, on page 65, but regret that the s ' me accuracy could not 
have prevented the careles. use of "exactly" in definitions on page 72. By 
those definitions 41S a common divisor of 8, 17, and 29: since it will "txactly 
divide each'~ them." 
The continuance' of the habit of instructing our youth in the subjects of 
ratio and proportion from a French stand-point, we reoard as deciaedlyobjec-
tionable. Most modern arithmetic makers agree that in the question, II What 
is the ratio of 3 to 15?" the answer expected is with special reference to 3, the 
inquirer using 15 simply as a unit of comparison. The answer from an Eng-
,lish standpoint then, appears logically to be t, and not 5, as is laid down by 
Messrs. Davies & Peck in their entire series of mathematical text-books. We 
suppose ratio to mean and to suggest the concept of relation. Suppose a 
teacher should say to one of his pupils: "Jane, what relation are you to the 
old gentleman wilh whom I saw you walking yesterday?" If the gentleman 
were her Uliele, would she not naturally reply, II Niece?" Would not Messrs. 
Davies & Peck with all their pertinaCity in the matter of rtlation, consider 
the young lady a candidate' for a strait jacket, if she should reply, " Uncle ?" 
Little Paul. From II DOlfibey and Son," of Charles Dickens. Illustrated 
by Darley. (New York: John R. Anderson. Price $1.00. 187-8.)-This is the 
first of a series of twelve volumes to be issued under the general title of 
"Dickens' Little Folks." It is handsomely bound, and will be at once wel-
comed in all families where the larger w..lrks of Dickens have found a place. 
The design of these volumes is simply to present, in the words of the author 
himself, those scenes and sketches in which the characters of children were 
originally portrayed, and which have proven so entertaining to both old and 
young. 
Elementary Lessons i1/' Ph,'sical Geography. By Archibald Geikie', Di-
rector 'of the Geological Survey of Scotland. (London and New Vork: 
Macmillan & Co. 12 mo. 375 pp.)-Thi. is a work, supplementary and more 
extended, by the author Of the Primtr of Physical Geography, of the '~Sciellce 
Primer" Series. It is what its name purports, an "elementary" physical geog-
raphy, and dwells on the familiar physical features of the • earth, and their 
causes. Our common school physical geography is too often a mere synopsis 
of all the natural sciences, cumbersome and almless_ This is an ea"y, and 
yet thorough investigation of the causes of the present condition of the surface 
of the earth in its main aspects. Its -design is to lay a foundation for the 
teaching of science. It groups a ftW facts to elucidate a principle, rather 
than multiplies them to form a cyclopredia. After a chapter or two on the 
earth as a whole, rela.ted to the rest of the universe, it 'has chapters on ·the at-
mosphert, i~ composition, pressure, temperature, moisture, and movements ;-
then on the sea, its cunents, temperature, saltness, and its offices'; on conti-
nmts and islands, their mountai .,s, plains, and valleys, and their origins ; the 
effect of running water, underground water, and frozen water; all treated as 
dynamical agents in working out the great unit, tht tarth. The book c1os~s 
with an interesting sketch of the geographical distribution of animals and 
plants, describing the marked biological regions of the world. It is il~­
trated by some colored maps and wood-cuts. It would make a good school 
text-book. ' 
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Correspondence. 
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
LA SALLE-PERU-OTIAWA. 
E W. SCHREEB, a graduate of Michigan Univ~rsi~y, is superintendent of La Salle public schools. There are three bull dings. Four gentlemen 
teachers are employed. Ten ladies assist in the ~ork. . 
Peru is connected with La Salle by a street rall-way. La Salle tS the west-
ern terminus of the IllinOIS and Michigan Canal. Here are located the great-
est zinc factories in the world-four in number. The mineral is brought from 
Wisconsin and Missouri. Here and at Ottawa may also be found glass facto-
ries and extensive coal mines. 
The public schools of Peru are under the skillful guidance of Supt. G. B. 
Stockdale, formerly occupying a like position in ~hiladeJphia. Pro.f. Stock-
dale is a gentleman of high literary culture and IS an old v!!teran 111 school 
affairs. Miss A. E. Waugh i. the ef-ficientassistant in the High School; Mr. 
Falk is teacher of German and book·keepmg. The Peru schools are In fine 
condition. This is the battle-ground upon which Supt. Powell of Aurora won 
a brilliant victory. The teachers recdved us gracefully, and at departing the 
school· boys pelted us with mud. We did not blame the boys,-mud was plen· 
ty, the mark large, and consequently the temptation great . . 
The train took us to Ottawa through sc!!ner), that remmds the Yankee of 
"Down East." "Rocks and rills" were seen, and as we swiftly passed them by 
it left an impression similar to that which one retains at the close of a pan-
oramic entertainment. "Starved Rock" could he seen just across lhe river, 
east of Utica. The brakeman bawled "Ottaway," and we landed to be hauled, 
pulled, and cordially invited to take a bus to the White H ou;e, etc. We can't 
tell you all about the cordial reception we received at the hands of Supt. 
H. H . Smith, Supt. R. Williams, Col. E. B. Gray, and others. Ottawa is a 
kind of educational center. Twenty-nine teachers employed in the public 
~chools here. This is the banner town in regard to the WEEKLY. Twenty-
five different subscriptions were taken of as many teachers; of the other four, 
three had sisters who subscribed, and the other will soon be non est-or 
. two-or better half,-i. e., she resigned in order to wed. 
CAPITAL NOTES. 
Although the wagon roads were almost impassable, yet the railroads lead-
ing from different sections of Illinois brought many of her best teacher:;,to the 
State Teachers' Association,· which convened in the capitol at 'Springfield 
during the holidays just passed. On Wednesday morning, State Supt. Etter 
cordially received the superintendents,-about tweny-five In number. We dare 
say that those who never attend these associations need most their assistance. 
'We saw a larger proportion of ladies present than gentlemen. There are but 9 
ladies holding the office of superintendent of schools. The following were 
present: Miss Mary Allen West oi Knox, Miss A. E. Frasier of Mercer, Miss 
M. J . Reed of Piatt, Miss Mary L. Carpenter of Winnebago. Supt Reed tells 
us that she has been visiting schools this winter traveling on hor;eback. Supt. 
West made the remark that she regretted that nearly all of the programme of 
the association was gi ven up to other matters to the exclusion of the interests 
of the country schools. 
. The Leland House was the center of attraction when "play hours" came 
round. Here could be found the college professor; the preceptress ; the city 
superintend~nt; and the smaller fry j and last but not least, the book-men, 
happy with theIr books. We notice-.! the follow.ing firms represented: Van Ant-
werp, Bragg & Co., by Slocum and Dillman; Harper and Brothers, by Leslie 
Greenwood; Sheldon and CompailY, byS. S. Ventres ; A. H . English & Co., 
by Hunt and Babcock; I vison, liIakeman, Taylor, & Co., by H~rrick and 
B~chelder; D . Appleton & Co., by C. ELane; Scribner, Armstrong & Co., 
by O. S. Cook. The American Encyclopredia was on hand. Mrs. WII'OI1 took 
subscriptions for the Chicago E vening J oumal. THE EDUCATIONAL \VEEKLY 
was kept busy in the hands of John W . Cook and the writt:r.. Abulll one hun-
dred subscriptions were taken. Readings were given by AbbIe Sage Richard-
son and Helen Potter; both drew full houses. Dr. McCosh of Princeton 
College, N: J., drew a full house, but his hearers could not appreciate what he 
said, his Scotch pronunciation being too much of the brogue for Yankees .to 
understand even at short range. He IS a grand-looking man; strong, yet his 
hair is white as the driven snow. 
Gov. Cullom is a sociable man; he shook hands with teachers until he ap-
peared tired. Supt. Pickard's address on the Higher Education of Women 
called out more ladies than any olher. Prest_ Allyn wa~ elected president 
by a close votej-there being much party feeling aroused in the canvass. ' 
CORRECTION. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
A CORRESPONDENT d THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, signing himself . "A Member," seems to have attended the Council at Detroit to little pur-pose. He speaks of my resolutions as an attempt to remove the co~leges <?f 
the Congregational Churches from· the place they hav~ always ~eld m th~lr 
regard. Those resolutions counseled the concentration of their regard m 
those already established" till tlwl! Wl!rl! thoroughly mdowl!d .. 
He also says that I op~ned against the report. I said nothmg about the re-
port, exc~pt 'to b~iefly. thank' the Council for it.. Neither were my words "ag-
gressive" in reference to denominational colleges. My sol~ purl?os~ w~ to 
interest a body of intelligent religious men in great educauonal mS~ltUtl " ns, 
which in the miast of their own churches are sure to exert a great mfluence 
for ,good or for evil. I was conscious of not doing the subject justice. I was 
conscious of a strong adverse feeling; but I did not re~ret the effort, nor do 
I think so poorly of myself or of my brethren as to beheve it aitogethe(un-
successful. JOHN BASCOM. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, Dec. 26, I8n. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
To CORRRSPONDBNTs.-Make your answers as brief as possible and not sacrifice clearness. 
Never send an answer or a question on a postal card. Never make any cancellation marks 
In your so!utlons. Always revise your answer before sending! to sec that ifis perfectly clear 
and cODtaming no errors. The shortest and best answers wil be published , in preference to 
others. Questions Will be republished for six weeks if no answer is received. When it is 
possible, send your own answer when you ~end the query. 
QVERIES. 
JANUARY 3, 1878. 
I. What sea was formerly the commercial highway of nations, and what 
may be termed so now? . 
2. What are the latest discoveries made in exploring the unknown regions 
ne~ r the North Pule? the South Pole? Give da~es of discovery and by whom 
made. \Vhy is the region around the Nortk Pole more an object of investi-
gation than that around the opposite part of the globe? LIBRA_ 
3· Friction increases as the pressure increases, aho as the surfaces m con-
tact are more extensive. So says philosophy. I s this so where both the sur-
faces in contact are hard an,d smooth? To draw a block of marble 4 feet 
long, 6 feet thick, 3 feet wide, which side should be placed down to need the 
least power, both surfaces being smooth? Q. . 
QUINCY, MICH. 
4· Four persons live at the respective contigu.ous corners of a public square 
on which stands a school house to which A has to go 30 rods, B 40 rods and 
C 50 rods. What dl,tance does D live from the school-house? D. H . D. 
5. \Vhere, when, and by whom was the first vessel built in America? 
6. Does the Society of Cincinnati exist at the present time? Who is its 
president now? . 
7. Who WdS the author of the so-called Monroe Doctrine? 
8. Did the Panama Congress ever hold a session? : 
9. Which shall we accept as the date of the s:ttlement of New York, 1614 
or 1623 ? . 
10. When ~id we acquire Florida? J. M. D. 
JANUARY 10, 1878. 
1 I. Why is venous blood dark colored? - Our text-books tell us the dark 
color is due to impurities; yet the impurities enumerated are transparent, and 
are represented as be1l1g ht:ld in solution, only, not in combination. B. 
12. What must b~ the horse .power of an engme which moves with con-
stant sp~ed of 20 miles an hour, over a level track drawing a train whose 
weight IS 40 tons, the resistance from friction being 320 pounds? 
J. 1. GROVES. 
13· I should like to learn through the .columns of THE WEEKLY what 
authority, if any, there is for such exples.ion; as the following: A ten foot 
pole, a three gal/oil jar, a five ounce vial, a six quart can, etc. Do the best 
speakers say a five ounces vial, a SIX quarts, can, a ten feet pole, etc.? 
E. B. F., JR. 
14· The books say, "The multiplier must always be c ,nceived as an ab-
stract number." Is it not equally trlle that the multiplicand must be conceived 
as an ab,tract nu~ber? Can there be any fIlmta' op"ratiou on numbers un-
less they are conceived a, abstract? Is there or can there be any such thing as 
a "CO'lcrete or denominate nttlllbl!r,?" Is number or can it be anything more 
or less than a concept of the mind? - H. 
. 15· A man left a circu ar farm one mile in diameter to be divided among 
hIS .four sons, four daughters, ana wife. His four sons should each have one 
of four circles, whose circumferences are tangent with' the circumference of 
the large circle, also tangent .vith each other. Each daughter should have 
oile of the fuur corner. ,ituated bdwet:n the point of contact of the sm~lI cir-
cles, anti the points of contact of the small circles with the large circle. The 
Wife should have the portlon enclosed between the small circleS. How many 
acres does each one respectively have? Will some one give a solution with. 
out the use of lowarithms_ D. W. MILLER. 
16. I offer the following equation to be reduced as a quadratic: 8 . ¥x __ =_7_ . 
x ¥X-2 ' THEO.J.SMERSH. 
17. Each side of the base of a triangular pr;sm is 2 inches, its length 14 
inches; find the contents. . 
18_ Two globes, each 5 inches in diameter; and two cubes, each 5 inches 
in length, were melted into one cube j how long was the ~ide of thi~ cube? 
T~os. WII.sON. 
19. A printer uses a she-et of paper for every sixteen page-s of an-octavo 
book. Ho~ .much paper will be req,1l~rea t? print five hU!ldred copic;,s of a 
book contammg three hundred and thirtY-SIx pages, allowmg two qUlTes of 
waste paper for every ream, the waste paper to be estimated only on the entire 
reams? A StlBSCJUBKR. 
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WISCONSIN. 
MINUTES OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL iESSION OF THE WISCONSIN TRACHERS' AS-
SOCIATION HELD AT MADISON, DEC. 26-28, 1877. 
( Concluded fronz last week.) 
FRIDAY Morning, Dec. 28 :-Association met in the Senate Chamber. Prof. Kerr presented a memorial address on the death of Prof. O. R. 
Smith, of Sparta. The thanks of the Association. were extende~ to Prof. . Kerr 
for his address, and a coPY requested for publicatIOn. On motIOn, the discus-
sion on the subject of a "State Tax" was postponed. ' 
Prof. Maryatt was asked to furnish a copy of his paper on "Compulsory Ed-
'ucation" for publication in the :Journal. . 
Mr. McGregor read the report of the committee on the "Study of Drawmg 
in the Common Schools." 
Prof. Haskins, of Milwaukee, gave a lecture on "The Telephone," for which 
he received a vote of thanks froin the Association. 
Discussion on Mr. McGregor:,s. paper: 
Mr. MacAlister and Prest. Alhee thought the paper the best ever presented 
before the Association on this subject. 
Mr. Salisbury thought the teachers in the institute took great interest in the 
subject of drawing whenever it was properly presented. 
Mr. Thayer has had an experience similar to that of Mr. Salisbury. He 
thinks that systematic work can not be done in the common schools. 
Mr. Parsons has found teachers using the suggesti()lls given m institutes. , 
Moved and carried that this paper with the other proceedings of the sessl?n 
l:ie referred to the Executive Committee with instructions to consider the advIS-
ability of printing the same, and t9 report to the Association. 
Supt. Searing read the report of the committee on a "Course of Study for 
Mixed,Schools" as follows: 
Course of Study for Mixrd Schoo/s.-The Committee strongly favor the 
theory of a uniform course of study for mixed schools. There. are, however, 
many practical difficulties in the way of the successful adop~on and use of 
such a course. Among those difficulties are: I. The varying lengths of 
school terms. 2. Irregular' attendance. 3. The constant change of teachers. 
4. The independence of district boards, and their un'fitness to cooperate in 
securing so large a reform. 5. The absence in uniformity of books. 6. The 
lack of permanence and authority in the supervising power. While the com-
mittee recognizes in these great and embarrassing obstacles, they, after care-
ful reflection, do not consider them, individually or colrectively, insuperable, 
and in view of the undeniable advantage of work uniform in amount, char-
acter, and methods, they recommend that the experi.ment of a uniform course 
be fairly and thoroughly tried, under the general direction of the State Super-
intendent. We recommend that the basis of such a course be the last July 
report of the Committee on Education for good Citizenship. ' That & commit-
tee be appointed to draft such a course. That the course be minute and spe-
cific inSiead of general and indefinite. That the course contain a supplemen-
tary cou;-;e, suitable to schools containing advanced pupils who have success-
fWly fi'.'lshed the ,previous course. That the Institute Committee print such 
~ourse lD the InstJtute Syllabus. That special efforts be made to explain and 
JDtrodu".e such course through institutes. That the State Superintendent pre-
~are a cl~cular embodying the' course with suitable commenh and explana-
tions •. Fmally the Committee think that no ' legislation IS' necessary to carry 
out thiS plan. 
Supt. ,Searing Was most decidedly in favor of trying the experiment of a 
course of study in all of the mixed schools of the state, and wished ' to be so 
entered on the record. 
- hPrest• Whitford wished to hear from the superintendents 'Of those counties 
w ere some system of study has been tried. 
Mr. Walker was strongly in favor of the plan. 
't ofMr~benD8 ~ established a course of study in Richland county and finds 
J r- ...... to the schools. ' 
Mr. Harvey asked how a county superintendent, .with a ,,:hole coun~ to 
supervise, could successfully put a course of study 1.0- <;>peration when It re· -
quires the whole time of a ,.superintendent and a pnnclpal to do the same 
work in every town emplOYing ten or a dozen teachers. 
Mr. Emery thought we cO,uld not have ~\UC? machinery, but could only 
group studies, and at stated times, hold examinatIOns. . . , . 
Mr. Shaw thought there would be no great difficulty m persuading ~IStrICt 
boards to adopt a course of stut!y, as they are already dissatisfied Wit? ~e 
present lack of system. The fault is with the teachers, who have no fal.th In 
the matter. The grading can be done reasonably close. We must be satisfied 
to make a small beginning. , . . 
Prest. Bascom would leave each school perf~tly free to act Its pleasure In 
regard to the matter. . _ . . .. 
Mr. Chandler thought the whole ment of the system lay m the polSlblhty 
of classification. The great diversity of the work done makes the manner of 
its accomplishment inferior. This might do in Prest. Bascom's New England 
typical district school but not in our Wisconsin school~. He would have a 
course of study and' w~uld not have one group of , studies begun until the one 
next pre~eding was finished. ' . 
Prest. Phelps said but little can be do~e for the schools until ~hey are c~~­
ified. This is . not altogether an experiment. In so~e C?~ties of Illmo~s 
the scheme has been in successful operation. In' Indiana It IS not an experi-
ment, but a success. . 
Supt. Searing said that m New Hampshire such a . course of study has been 
prepared and in operation for some years. . . 
Mr. Lunn is in favor of a course that shall tell, m detail, what to teach and 
how to teach it. _ 
Pi-est. Albee thought that the teacher would need a great deal of backbone 
to put such a course into successful operation.. . 
The report of the Committee was adopted. A committee of five, With Prest. 
'Whitford chairman was authorized to draft such a course of study and to re-
port to the Association at some future time. A;djoumed to 7 this eve?ing. 
Friday Evening, ,Dec. 28 :-Prest. MacAhster called tQe AssOCiation to 
order at 7:45. In the absence of A. A. Mill~r, Sec. po tem., Geo. Skewes 
was appointed to Dote the minutes of the everung sessIOn. The members of 
the Committee to prepare a "Course of Study for Mixed Schools" were then 
appointed as follows: W. C. Whitford chairman, W. H. Chandler, R. Graham, 
W. A. Walker, and S. Shaw. 
Prest. Phelps called attention to and spoke bri~fly on the memorial w~ch 
is to be presented to Congress in behalf of the NatIOnal Bureau of EducatIOn. 
W. H. Chandler presented a comprehensive and able paper on the "Super- ' 
vision of Schools," which was discussed by Messrs. Maryatt, Shaw, Supt. 
Sear!ng, and Prest. Bascom. . ' . , 
Prof. Beach read a brief paper on the "Functions of the High Sch90l In 
the State System of Education." 
A carefully prepared paper, which elicited 'thorough and spirit~d discussio~: 
was read by Prof. C. A. Hutchins, on the "Course of Study m High Schools. 
In the follOWing discussion Prof. Howland said heJelt gratified to find there 
was a variety of opinions on ~his subject, as he had had some doubts as .to 
which of various methods should be pursued. He believed a more defimte 
shaping of the high school course was necessary. There were strong reasons 
for favoring the thorough study of a few of the high school branch~so-called 
-in preference to the taking up of many of. them more superfiCially, though 
there were also some good reasons for doing the latter., 
Prof. Lovell was glad to see that the tendency to place on the school c1!""-
riculum fewer branch<:s and to do the work more thoroughly was on the gam, 
but thought it was not necessary that all schools should shape their cours~ 
alike; that what works well under some circumstances should be changed In 
other conditions. 
Prof. Hardy agreed with the paper in most re;;pects, but would give more 
study to the English in preference to that of Latin, rn order to form a good 
English style for those who do not propose to take a classical course. He 
would not omit history, but teach it in a more natural and philosophical man· 
ner than bare chronology and detached facts. He would therefore make the 
English and scientific studies more prominent. 
Prof. Wescott said if the high schools were to fit students fo.! college they 
must do so by the study of Greek and Latin. He would prefer to drop ~e 
study of Greek, but not of Latin. Would omit a part of geometry and take!n 
place thereof trigonometry and mensqration. More Latin can be learned m 
two or three years than was generally supposed. If there were one tenth as 
much grammar, and ten times more reading, good results would follow. 
Prof. Beach recommended having some of the natural sciences taught. orally 
in some of the lower grades, and have the children taught to use their o,,:n 
powers of observation. He would be sorry to have either . Greek or. Lattn 
omitted from the high school course. He would have the children begm the 
study of mathematics 'at a later age, and thinks as much would be accom-
plished in them if they were not taken up so soon by at least two years. 
Mr. Kirk, of Chicago High School, said that a course of study should be pre-
pared ~ithou~ reference to fitting the scholars for any particular line of business. 
He believed m laying down a course that would fit for the highest citizenship. 
Prof. Wescott thought that there was one branch not yet specifically named 
by any of the speakers, viz.: double entry book-keeping, which be would add 
to the course of study, and have taught orally by a competent teacher. 
A runnning discussion by, several gentlemen followed, on the propriety of 
studying Latin oyer German, and the value of studying the ciassicallanguages 
as a help to the study of mathematics. 
Prof. ,Shaw suggested that th,e smaller high schools ought to fit pupils for the 
Scientific Course of the University; that the next higher schools might prepare 
pupils for two of \he courses 'Of 'study; and the larger city high lChoois pre_ 
, pare their pupila for the three counes of the tTDivcnity. , 
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Prof. Hutchins presented the following resolutions, which were unanimously 
_ ad6pted by the Association: 
Resolved, That we recognize the press as one of the chief means of intelli-
gence, and we hereby tender thanks to editors of state papers for cheerful aid 
rendered to the work 01 the Wisconsin Teachers' Association, and we feel es-
pecially grateful to the Wisconsin State '.Journtil and the Madison Democrat 
for the lull reports of the proceedingss of the meeting of the Association . . 
Resolved. That we gratefully acknowledge the courtesies extended by the 
hutels of Madison; by the Superintendent of . Public Property at the Capitol , 
and hereby express our thanks to Prof. Samuel Shaw, and the City Clerk of 
Madison for procuring the City Hall for use of the Association ; and for the 
reduction of rates of transportation, the Association tenders thanks to the fol-
lowing named railway companies: Chicago and Northwestern, West Wiscon-
~i n, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, Wisconsin Central, Wisconsin Valley, 
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western, and Sheboygan and Fond du Lac. 
On motion of Prof. Salisbury, " Robert's Rules of Order" was adopted by 
the Association as its parliamentary guide inst"ead of" Cushing'S Manual. " 
Prof, Shaw introduced the following, which· was adopted. Resolved, That 
thi_ convention recognizes with great satisfaction the recent" departure of the 
Chica~o '.Journal in introducing into ils columns a special department for edu-
ca i ,~nal news ; we tru; t th is eX'lmple will so m be copied by Ihe whole press 
of the country irrespective of political preference. 
Prof. Salisbury presented the report of the Executive Committee with refer-
ence to pul?lishing the proceedings of the Association, and moved the follow-
ing: Resolved, That the president be empowered to make arrangements with 
the publishers of the Wisconsin '.Jour1lal of Educat£orl for the publication of 
t~le pro~eedi!1gs of the Association, and tbe papers and. reports ordered pub-
hshed, In a Single number of the '.Journal, and to promise such compensation 
therefor as may be satisfactory to himself and them. Adopted. 
On motion oi Prof. Shaw, the papers of Prof. Hutchins and Mr. W. H. 
Chandler were ordered published in the proceedings of the Association. 
Prof. Salisbury presented the following resolutions as being the sense of the 
Association and moved their adoption. The motion was warmly seconded 
with a few earnest words of commendation by Prest. Phelps, Prof. Hut.:hins, 
Prest. Bascom, and W. H. Chandler, and the resolutions were unanimously 
adopted by a rising vote. . 
Resolved, That we, the members of the Wisconsin Teachers' Association, 
de.lTe to formally express our full confidence in t1~e· State Superintendent 
elect, Prest. W. C. Whitford, and our heartiest wishes for the success of his 
administration; and we do hereby pledge to him our earnest cooperation in all 
agenCies looking to the greater efficiency of the educational agencies of the 
state. ' 
R esolved! That we would convey to the out-going superintendent, Hon . Ed-
ward Seanng, now for four years our honored official leader, the assurance 
of our continued esteem and admiration for him as a man an educator and 
a public officer. " 
R esolveri., That we wi,h to co.n~ratul.ate him in a particular manner upon 
the gratlfymg success· of hiS admllllstratlOn, and to thank him for his conscien-
tious and fearles, devotion to the interests of education in Wisconsin. 
R esolved, That we do hereby express our sincere wish for his abundant fu-
IUT(: prosperity, priv~te all~ professional, and our hope that he may long re-
main a co-laborer with us In the cause of sound education. 
Supt. Searing made an appropriate response to this expression of th'e Associa-' 
tion. On motion the Association adjourned to meet at the call of the Execu-
! ive Committee. 
JAMES MACALISTER, Prest. 
A. A. MILLER, Sec. pro tem. 
ILLINOIS. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ILLINOIS 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, SPRINGFIELD, DEC. 26-27-28, 1877. LES-
LIE LEWIS, HYDE PARK, PRESIDENT. 
THE Association convened in the Hall of Representatives on Wedllesday evening, Dec. 26, at 8 o'clock.. The address of welcome was delivered by Gov. Cullom, in which he spoke earnestly of tile importance and respon-
sibility of the teacher's profession, and warmly welcomed the members of the 
Association to the city and to the legislative hall. President Lewis, in behalf 
of the Association, responded briefly, thanking the governor and the people 
of Springfield for the reception and courtesies extended, and welcoming the 
governor to the meetings. After music rendered by a Springfield band, Prof. 
Lewis delivered the annual address, in which he sketched briefly the history of 
the Association and its progress during the past year. He also spoke of the 
benefits of associated work in the profession, of the responSibilities and duties 
of teachers, and urged all to remain true to the requirements, needs, and de-
mands of their chosen avocation, and, il]. closing, congratulated the Association 
upon its growth and prosperity during the twenty-three years of its existence 
and predicted for it a bright future. . / ' 
On motion of Mr. Dougherty of Mt. Morris, C. I. Parker of Chicago 'was 
appointed R. R. -secretary. . . 
Mrs. Carpenter, the Secretary of the Association, being absent, on· motion of 
S. A. White, of Peoria, Sarah E. Raymond, of Bloomington, was appointed.. 
Secretary fro lem. On motion the Association adjourned to meet Thursday 
morning at 9 o'clock.· . 
Thursdav Morning_ The Association convened at Representatives' Hall at 
at 9 o'clock A. 11., with President Lewis in the chair. Prayer Wal offered by 
Dr. Robert Allyn of Car~ondale. The ~egular programme o~ the day was opened 
by Supt. Brooks, oCSpnngheld. Subject, "Should our High Schools give in-
struction in the elements of Political Economy?" foliowed by-J. H. Blodgett 
of Rockford upon t~e same. t~eme. Both·papers were able, and although the dis· 
putants took opposite pOSitions, they showed a commendable zeal in their 
earnestness, .and adher.ence to what they each believed to be right. ·Mr. Edwards 
of Mt. Morns, who w:as to present a paper upon the same theme, was unavoid-
ably absent. At this point the discussion was arrested, and an invitation from 
General Harlow, Secretary of State, was extended tQ.. the Association to visit 
all pa~ts .of the State Hous!!. The invitation was accepted by a vote of the 
ASSOCiation to adjourn at 11:30 and spend the remainder of the forenoon in 
visiting the various parts of the bUilding. The next topic for discussion as per 
programme was "What can be done to develop in our students a higher taste 
in English Literature?" ThiS was discussed ably by Professors J . H. Ely 
of Mt. Carroll, and H. L. Boltwood of Princeton. The latte, argued that 
drill was necessary before the abstract principles and the text-book were used. 
President Lewis announced the following auditing committee: John W . 
Hull, of Carbondale;. Mary Allen West, 01 Kno~ county; J ; L. Wright, of 
Ogle county. Dr. Bally, of Lake Forest Umver51ty, now presented a paper 
upon "Manners and Morals in our Public Schools," in which he urged their 
cultivation. 
.A b~ief recess was followe? by a song from ' Haight Brothers of Alton, and 
a reading by Prof. W. H. Smllh, of McLean county. Mr. Haight of Alton then 
read extracts from an essay which was presented by Prof. Vaile at the Ohio 
State Teachers' Associatlon, whereupon the following resolution was read and 
ad~pted: "Resolved, that a committee of five be appointed by the . chair 
winch shall tak~under ·c ~>nsidera.tion the subject of reform in spelling, and report 
at the n~xt .sesslOn of thiS Association, upon the advisability, and practicability, 
of substltutlllg for the present onhography a phonetic system of representati.on. 
Signed, W. B. Powell, T. Burrill, J. Hull, Robert Allyn, E. L . Wells. 
Tlmrsday Afte~noon. Mr. E. A. Gastman, appointed at the meeting of the 
State ASSOCiation III Dec. -1876, as a committee to settle with Shelby M. Cul-
lom, Treasurer of the EducatIOnal Centennial Fund, made the following re-
port: 
"Shelby M. Cullom, Dr. to amounts .received, $4,326.84. 
3, 73·7 . { " " " Cr. by" -disbursed, 5 8 
" " " balance paid E. A. Gastman, 753.06. 
Total credits, 4,326.14. 
"The amount of $336.57 was also received from Hon. S. M. Etter, State . 
Supt., rpaking ~ total of $1,089.63,.as the remaining Centennial fund nOl yet 
expended. ThiS sum 1 hav" placed In the hands of the Treasurer and received 
the proper receipt therefor." 
The committee on competitive examination, appointed at the meeting of 1877, 
made a full report of the extent and exp"nse of the work, through S. H . White 
of Peoria. After quite an extended discussion concerning ways and means of 
se~ur ing better results, further consideration of the report was postponed until 
Fnday at II o'clock. The finanCial report of the Committee was by vote 
referred to the Auditiny Committee.- ~ 
. On motion of N. C. Dougherty, of Mt. Morris, the following resolution was 
adopted: Resolved, That His Excellency, Gov_ S. M. Cullom, Hon. Geo. H . . 
Harlow, Jas. McCosh, D. D., and all visitors from other states be made honor-
ary members of the Association upon the fiting of their names with the Secre-
tary. 
. The report of the Committee appointed by the Association of 1877, on revi-
SlO~ of the s.chool. la w, was acce~ted ~nd the Committee discharged. The next 
subject of diSCUSSion was" Public High Schools." Papers upon this subject 
were presented by Dr. Newto.n B~teman, of- Knox College, and Dr. J. M. 
Gregory, of ·the Industrial Umverslty. The paper of the latter was read by 
Prof. Cook, of No~mal, on acc~unt of the unavoidable absence of Dr. Gregory. 
Both papers were Justly appreciated by the Association for their intrinsic worth 
The final topic ~.r the afternoon, " What can be done to make our pupils speak 
better Enghsh? , was-argued by Prbf. O. E. Haven, of Evanston, and J. T. 
Ray, of Oregun. . . 
Voted, that a committee of three be appointed by the chair, upon the Presi-
dent'~ Addres~ . V';!ted that a c?mI?ittee of three be appointed by the chair to 
t~k~ Into conslde:auon t~e publication of th~ e~tire proceedillgs of the Asso-
Ciation. On motion of S. H. White, of Peona, It was voted that a committee ' 
be appointed by the chair for the purpose of gathering facts relative to the mat-
ter of trua.ncy and report at the .next meeting of the Association. By vote of 
the A~soclatlOn Mr. Leshe LeWIS was made chairman of that Committee. The 
followmg gentlemen were appointed by the chair upon the Pr-esident's Address: 
Thos. Metcalf, Nor~al; ~. A. Gastman, Decatur; W. H. Russell, Kewanee; 
Upon truancy, Leshe LeWIS, Hyde Park; S. H. White, Peoria; A. M. Burks 
. Springfield. ' 
The following gentlemen were appointed committee on the publication of 
the entire proceedmgs of the Association: W. B. Powell Aurora' A F ~ig~tingale, Lake View; E. C. Hewett, Normal. The Co~mittee dn Nom~ 
mattons was Mr. Everett, Jno. W. Hull, and Jno- Cook. On motion the As-
sociation adjourned to meet in the First Presbyterian Church at 7: 30' P. K. 
E'lJenin.g ~mion.-Th~ evening session opened with prayer by Rev. Her-
sh~ and sl?g~ng by a choll. Fraternal greetings from the Iowa State Teach-
ers ~socla,tion were presented through Mr. Lewis. The remai!lder of the 
evemng was devoted to ' a lecture by Dr. McCosh, of Princeton College ~h~me, "..upper Schools Necessary to Elementary Instruction.;' . The Asso: 
Clation ad,ourned to meet a t Representatives' Hall at 9 o'clock A. K., on Fri-
day mormng. . 
(",,",..uti IUd .......... j 
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MINNESOTA:-O. M. Lord, superintendent of Winona county, is a most in-
defatigable worker, if we may judge from the number of subscriptions which 
he picks up for the WEEKLY. He is at work in a geed county, and is evi· 
dently a success. His last annual report of the schools in his county is brim-
ful of valuable statistics, containing a va,t amount of information in a most 
concise form. . , 
NEBRASKA._State SUpt. Thompson is very busy with his official duties and 
conducting teachers' institutes. His annual report is approaching completion, 
though no provision has been made for it~ publication.--Prof. G. E . Wood· 
bury has recently entered upon . his duties at the State University, as Professor 
of English Literature and Rhetoric. Prof. W. is a recent graduate of Har-
vard University. . 
MICHIGAN.-Summary of superintendent's report' for first twelve weeks of 
current school year, at Howell: . New enrollments, 459 ~ (High school, 53, 
grammar grades, 159, primary, 247); number of days school, 58; average at-
tendance, 384 48; average. tardiness, 3. I 7; average number belonging, 403.70; 
per cent of attendance, 95 .23; per cent of tardiness, .82; number belonging 
Nov. 23,406; receipts for foreign tuhion , $215.71; number of departments, 
8; number of teachers (including superintendent), lo.-A dramatic entertain-
ment given by the school, for the school, Nov. 26, netted nearly $5o.--The 
metric system of weights and measures has been introduced in the public 
schoolR of Ann Arbor. 
Spelling Reform Department._ 
Conducted by O. C. BLACKMER, D,rector of the Northwestern Branch of the Spelling 
Reform Association. 
THE SPELLING REFORM.-IV. 
THE following 'paragrafs are taken from Prof. F. A. March's add res before the International Convention for: the Amendment of English Orthografx, 
at Philadelphia, August, 1876. 
The new letters introduced are those recommended by the American Filo-
logical Association, and by thl! Spelling Reform Association, at their annual 
meetings in July, 1877. :~ They are used on Prof. March's plan. 
Prof. March)s not, however,: responsibl for the spelling, that being made 
to correspond, as nearly as possibl, to the principl given by Prof. Alex. Mel-
ville Bell, in bis "Visibl Speech," viz: "The principl may be safely laid 
down that tbe les difference a speaker makes between accented and unac-
cented syllables-save in quantity-th(better is:his pronunciation." -
In accordance with this p~incipl the same character is used to:represent the 
full vowel in an accented syllabI, and the corresponding stoppt, or quarter 
vowel in an unaccented :SyllabI. Exampls, eat, eternal; mate, maternal. In 
Mr. James W. Shearer's "Combination Speller" the reader will find the sub-
ject of unaccented sylJabls most fully treated, and illustrated by exampls. 
. That this referm ef our spelling will be no l1indranr;:e to 
etymolegicallitiiclents need hardly he mentioned, it haa been so 
eften explained by our great philelogists. We have the recerda 
prea~rved ef all the old ferma ef spelling, and schelara like 
nothmg better than to search them out, and give them to the 
public, who may find them in their dictionariea. It will, how-
ever, make it harder fer fereignera .~ittle versed in etymelogy, 
to recegnjae English worda akin to their own? er to the other 
fereign tonguea. It ia theught that it will be hard to introdiir;:e 
this scheme; that the printera can net iiae it fer wa!lt ef types, 
and that no one can read it without study. Theae ebjectiona 
have forr;:e against the sudden iise ef the whole scheme, but 
may be met by its g'radiial introduction and by temporary 
expedients. . 
Three linea ef movement are needed, one to render the 
new types familiar to the public, a secend to carry out a system 
ef iiniferm iise ef all ' the lettera, a third to drep silent lettere. 
Something may be done in each line at on~e, but the first 
natiirally lead a the way. The new lettera may be substitiited , 
fer t?e old one a which thay reaemble, when the old onea have: 
the . mtended sound, without embarrassing any reader; . and 
when the new lettera have become familiar, thay can be grad-
iially iiaed wherever their sound eccura. 
•• * * • * '" * 
An appeal may be made with much reaao~ to all asso-
r;:iationa which are fermed to support our free institiitiona and to 
promote Christianity, such aa the freedmen'a aid so~jetiea, the 
home missionary and the Bible sor;:ietiea. The freedmen will 
net learn the preaent spelling. The missionariea among the' 
pagan pepiilationa in Califernia and elsewhere can net iiae the 
press to reach them. We print Biblea. and other good books -
in str611ge di.alects in the hope ef reaching a few thoueand 
Asiatics er Africana. An English Bible in refermed. ertheg-
raphy may well reach milliona in . a single generatIon who 
otherwiae would never read it. 
Publishera must he breught to take an interest in th~ 
referm. Some will doubtless do so frem piire bene, olen~~ a~d 
love ef pregress; but thayeught al 0 to have money In It. 
There are writera among us, schelara and pepiilar authera, 
who may insist on iiaing in tneir own publicationa more er less 
ef refermed spelling. A 'sinO'le new letter ia worth introdii-
r;:ing, er a single refermed ~ord. Many newapapera and 
periedicala could be eaailS opened in this way. Several papera 
are now printed in a refermed alphabet, and thay may b~ 
encouraged. Merchailts and other advertiacra may insist en 
printing their buainess advertiaements and r;:irciilara in the same 
manner. Dictionariea must be made, and other standard works 
ef referenr;:e in which publishera will invest. Ia it net pessible 
that the publishera ef primera and spellera may adept a iiniferm 
statement ef our alphabetic sounda, and change the namea ef 
the lettera to the sounda which thay eftenest repreaent? That 
would be a great gain, wortl1 holding a cenvention fer. 
Teachera are our best hope. Thay need the referm most. 
Thay understand it best. Thay must teach it to the generation 
who are to uae it. The way should be made eaay fer them. 
Primera, spellera, readera, and all other school-books, and other 
printed apparatus ef the best kind should be furnished in 
refermed spelling. It may be made a matter ef discussion and 
instruction in their institUtes and cenventiona, and in their 
printed periedicala. The siiperintendents will lead the van. 
'Vill the school-room and the cauae ia won. 
Want ef faith and want ef cen~ert are the greatest ebsta-
clea to rapid pregress. Schelara, especially, think how slow 
changea in language have been, and how little infliienr;:e th~ 
learned class have exerted up en them; thay sleep in the fielde 
ef Giant Despair. But year by year the power ef reaaon 
increasea in every ferm ef activity, aa year by year the meane 
increase ef cellecting and cen~entrating the assent ef thinking 
-persona. What with our railtoada and telegraphs and newa-
papera, and our sor;:ietiea and assor;:iationa, with their meetinga 
and cenventiona, it ia net extravagant to say that a wider and 
more powerful cenr;:entration ef opinion can 110W be effected 
in a single summer than would have been pessible in a hundred 
yeara three r;:entiiriea ago. Changea ef pronun~iation, general 
changea ef spoken language, depend in great part en little 
known cauaea which work upen whole nationa through their 
phyaical erganiaation, and which we may well despair ef cen-
trolling; but erthegraphy ia independent machinery · over 
which the censent ef reaaon haa full centrol. Several medern 
lallguagea have had their spelling refermed by the infliien~e ef 
learned academiea, er by government; and siirely no language 
l11:!eda reform more than oura, and no rar;:e are more ready 
refermera. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
THE MOUSE IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
( To be read aloud to tlu pupils of tlu primary grade.) 
THE school-house is a much better place for mice and rats to live in than the church building. Do you know why? Who is it that brings nice pies 
and cakes, cheese and 'doughnuts, bread and butter, apples, and many othel 
dainties in dinner· pails and baskets to school, to be partaken of at noon? In 
some way the mice find this out, and they build their nests between the plas-
tered walls of the partitions, and you will see near the door·sill or corner of 
the room near the Boor a little hole-the door to their dark and cozy little 
mansions, just out of your reach. What a fine place for a mouse to live in! No 
cats, no dogs, plenty of time to dance in the school-room after all have gone 
home; time to gather up the fragments of victuals that have been cast 
away by the cliildren, who loved play better than their biscuit. Those most 
fond of sport have taken a bite or two from the slice and hurled the rest away. 
The exciting games of Fox and Geese, Pull Away, Leap Frog, Base Ball, Swing, 
or Roll the Hoop, have called them away, and the little mouse looks out of 
some crevice which he has for a window, and quite likely talks to himself in 
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this way: "What generous boys and girls are here t I a~ so glad that I 
moved my family away from that farm house over yonder t Why, . I did not 
dare to come out of my hiding place once a day; and when I did come out I 
waS' c"onstantly in great fear of being seized by one of half a dozen cats; and 
worse yet, I would often be tempted to go into a fine little trap that was set for 
me-having a nice bit of cheese npon the spindle." 
Then this mouse had opportunity to see and learn very much; he saw, also, 
a great deal of m"ischief done by tbose who sat upon the back row of seats. 
But how glad our little mouse would be when school closed; and oh how im· 
patient he would be if the teacher had to k !ep some of the naughty pupils 
after school; then the janitor would have to sweep after that; and then may-
be there would be aspe!1ing school just after the janitor was through sweeping, 
and so in this way the little mouse and -family would have to go hungry for 
some time_ 
A gentleman visited a school at one time in Milwaukee, where all of the pupil~ 
were busily and quietly engaged in their studies; no chsses were reciting for 
some time. The gentleman sat facing the back part of the school-room: The 
.chool was so quiet that the mou;e supposed it had closed, so be sallied 
forth for bread crumbs. He had no sooner advanced a few feet frem his home 
than two boys, whose eyes are mors keen for seeing animals than words in 
their books, discovered the stranger, and at once commenced to laugh, open 
their eyes, stare, and try to make all think that they shoUld be highly honored 
by making so. important a discovery. The teacber said it was a very . little 
matter to make so much ado over, and told them that if they were as quiet as 
the mouse the room would be still. Of course the mouse ran back into his den, 
but came out again, and the boys again saw him and began to laugb as usual. 
The teacher then said that the boy who laugbed again at that mouse she would 
call up and punish_ The mouse did not know this, so when it was ag"lin quiet 
out he came to get a crumb of bre 3.d that he saw and had for sOllle time been 
trying to get. One bold boy laughed right out loud. The mouse went one 
way and the boy pa,sed the other way-up to the teacher's desk, ·where . was 
awaiting him an angry .teacher with a whip in hand. The boy took his whip-
ping much more gracefully than the teacher administered it. The little mouse 
was sorely frightened and hid away in his nest that he had made of a school-
boy's mitten whiCh had been left in the hall one night. 
Sometimes pupils will laugh at things while school is in session which they 
would hardly notice at any other time. Sometime~ a little two-year old visits the 
school and talks out loud and then those who should know better laugh aloud. 
These are times when we should be more quiet than ever. If we are as quiet 
as the mouse then will our ichool-room be a pleasant place for study and 
thought. ==::::;========_ P. 
STRAY THOUGHTS. 
PEARL MONTROSE. 
~ ~ I DID N'T COME," exclaimed a bright-eyed little German maiden. asshe 
opened the school-room door one rainy morning, " I just rode all the 
way." 
By and by other children came in, and although 'the scraper had been vig-
orously used, and bits of sticks patiently employed, the ~oile_d little boots and 
shoes showed all too pl~inly that they had" come." 
Over and over the self-same day a teacher explained an intricate problem, 
but no gleam of intelhgent victory came to the boy's f<lce. It W.lS so simple, 
too, she could not see why it puzzled the pupil-and an impatient look rested 
on her face, and her voice sounded cross when she said-" Please study the 
example, and to-morrow be prepared to perform and explain it. You can cer-
tainly do so if you choose to try." 
That night, when the last" G:>od night" had been returned, the tcacher sat 
for a fe~ minutes reviewing the events of the day;' a mine of thought lay in 
the little girl's words. . 
" You grew impatient because step by step a pupil plods the hill of knowl-
edge. May be, you Phad;aical creature, y:>u think you never" come" up that 
long hill. Did you ride aU the way, that you have no sympathy for the -eom_ 
ing travelers? D.J n't you see the steep a,cending path rising upward, up_ 
ward, until lost in the clouds? Did n't you promise yourself to pur.ue it? How 
do you expect to perform the journey?" And her spirit looking up I:everently to 
those who are on the distant )1eights, stand; rebuked and answer., "I must come." 
Teachers, borne by Genius, a favored few m3.Y ride to a respectable standing 
without an eff')rt. Others must come slowly, w.ith weary feet along the way. 
Let us not forget our own pilgrimage, and let us not cloud the' thorny path-way 
of our pupils witl\ frowns, It is not that they are careless or stupid. We are 
to bla.ne for our forgetfulness. We expect from the child reason and careful 
thought that are attained only by earnest training and mature minds. Let us 
ever remember that the seed-time precedes the harvest. 
THE RURAL DISTRICT SCHOOLS.-NO. II!. 
J. W. WRIGHT, Belleflower, Ill. 
A MAN at the head of a large family, and a well-to-do farmer, came to me at the beginning of a term of school and made the following rather 
imperative and peculiarly suggestive request,-"I want my olqest boy (who 
was between IS and 16 years of age) to putin most of his time on 'rithnietic, 
for I think that a boy needs that most of anything on a farm. * * * * * 
I believe in education, for if a man can do his own 'countin' up' he stands a 
better chance to make money now days when a man must be pretty sharp to 
make anything." (Please let my reader. remember that I am dealing with 
facts and not fiction; that I am not coining figures to illustrate some supposed 
condition of affairs, but using realities to show r.ealities.) 
The above sentiment shows most clearly not only how exalted and noble(?) 
the motive for acquiring an education, but it also shows, with gtaring forci-
bteness, at what a grand heighl(?) the standard of education is held by the 
mass of the men who help to shape the course (If this nation by their unre-
stricted right of franchise. When examining this matter in "its various lights, 
and reflecting upon the natural results ·of such a state of public sentiment con-
cerning the cause of public education in our land, what earnest teacher will , 
longer wonder at the loud and ceaseless lamentation, "Corruption t" "Cor-
ruption t!" which is heard throughout the length and breadth of our country, 
because of the relll or supposed b:ld state of the political affairs thereof? Why 
is it that men "will deliberately vote for an ' officer to-day, and tomorrow curse 
bim for his inefficiency or for his want of honor? It is for the same reason 
that our jails and penitentiaries are so much better sustained and represented 
than our" schools. Why is it that in a land of such plenty as ours-a land 
of such great variations in climate, soil, and productions-a land of unri-
valed facilities for enabiing its people t.o become a peaceful, prosperous, hap-
py, and contented nation-there is so 'much crime, destitution, and home-
less and shameless discontent? The reason is the same as exists for the 
bloodshed, destruction of property, stoppage of the machinery of commerce, 
and the d~rk shadow of indefinable fear and dread that fell upon and 
darkened thousands of American homes, last summer, during the great strike, 
when fren~ied me"} formed riotous mobs in many of our great cities, and made 
night-and day-hideous with their fearful imprecations, ~nseless threats, 
and unreasonable demands, proclaiming in fiendish accents the reign of king 
Ignorance. 
No one doubts that ignorance with all Its blighting effects is in no other 
way so effectually overcome as by confronting it with wisdom, with knowl-
edge, with learning. No one doubts that a wise and judiciou. education leads 
to the happiness of its possessor, and what is true of the individual possessor, 
is also true of the family, and of the nation. 
To be effectual, a system of education must be wide-spread-general, extend-
, ing its peace-giving arms into every nook and corner of the land. It must 
sit enthroned in the magnificent homes of the opulent, and in the comfortable 
abodes of the less wealthy, swaying its moderating scepter over subjects who 
are taught that true an:! humble obedience is the sure, t passport to happiness. 
It must take up its abode with the humble cottager and be loved and cher-
ished for the comforts it brings. It must constantly cheer, by its presence;, the 
drooping spirits of the poverty-stricken, and lift up their heads with a con-
sciousness of the divinity within them. It must gain an entrance to the dens . 
of wickedness and crime, and breathe into t~e lurkin,;-places of" the vile and 
abandoned. . 
The essentials of such a system of education are found in our noble free 
school system. This syste.m, complete in its frame-work, has been thoroughly 
tested. Surely the fidelity, earnestness, intelligence, and learning of the grand 
army of American" teachers warrant us in hoping that they will speedily unite 
in an effort to perfect, complete, and put into effectual working order our 
school system, so as to reach what are justly termed the foundation of edu- . 
cation-the .co~mon schook 
THE DEFECTS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
AT A recent meeting in Boston, of the school committees and superintend-ents of Norfolk County, one speaker said one result of the teal.hing in our 
common schools was the inabilitY to think. Our schools are all wrong. Ask 
a. question of a you~i lady in the high school, and if she h~ 110 quotation 
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from a book on the end of her tongue, she replies that she does not know. 
Another member said that it is now to teach that our primary teachers want 
to understand, rather tban wnat to teach. That is the main idea. He would 
have pupils taught by topics rather than from page to page. The quality of 
a teacher is regulated by the freedom which is allowed to him or her. Col-
onel Parker, of Quincy, attacked the ABC method, whIch is opposed to the 
science of education. Our method of teaching by text-books, also, from page 
to page, is false. A science is taught by steps. The first two years of primary 
education are the most important; and if that is wrong, there is no teacher in 
the universe who can eradicate the vitiation the child has received. The 
schools with teachers of iguorance are common. "How many ~tupid teach-
ers there are in this Commonwt;alth ! Don't rear your costly and magnificent 
reform schools, but let the children be sent into the wide, wide woods and 
by the airy shore. Do not force them to sit in the presence of so much pet-
ticoated and pantalooned ignorance." 
---------------------
FROUDE ON AMERICAN SCHOOLS. 
"I go to a school in New England," said the historian Froude, in a recently 
published article, "where tIte modern syslem is developed in its highest com-
pleteness. I see the most admirable mechanical arrangements. Ancient lan-
guages and modern science and art, history and philosophy, poelry and mathe-
matics, nothing is omitted, nothing is unattempted, and progress is made in all. 
* * * Yet the experiment has now continued for a generation or two, and 
the fruits are less apparent lhan lhey ought to be. A better education should 
have produced more vigorous original thinkers; a more elevated standard of 
taste; information more exact as well as more diffused, and nobler principles 
of action. *. * * * We may lopk down as much as we please on our 
grandfathers' ideas; but their notions on this subject were more rational than 
ours. We ought not to set before a boy the chance of becoming president of 
the republic or president of anything. We should teach him first to be a good 
man, and next to do his work, whatever it may be, as well as it can possibly 
be done. It is better that a boy should learn to make a shoe excellently than 
to write bad exercises in half a dozen .Ianguages." 
A· discussion in the Convention of Librarians, at London, brought out 
some curious facts concerning the Britisb Museum. Several speakers advocated 
the compiling of a complete catalogue of tIte books in the Museum, which, it 
·is estimated, would cost not less than $1,500,000. It would have to contain 
3,000,000 titles. A quarter of a century would be taken up in the printing of 
the catalogue, and by that tIme there would be an accumulation of 300,000 to 
400,000 new titleS. 
A GRAMMATICAL TRAGEDY. 
SALLY SALTER, she was a .young teacher, and taught, And her friend, Charley Church, was a preacher, who praught, 
Though his friends all called him a schreecher, who scraughi. 
H:is beart, when he saw her, kept sinking and sunk, 
And his eye, meeting hers, kept winking and wunk ; 
~hile she, in her turn, fell to thinking and thunk. 
He hastened to woo her, and sweetly he wooed, 
For his love grew until to a mountain it grewed, 
And what he was longing to .do, then he doed. 
In secret he wanted to speak, and he spoke, 
To seek \lith his lips what his heart long had soke; 
So he let the truth leak, and it loke. 
He asked her to ride to the church, and they rode; 
They so sweetly did glide, that they both thought tItey glode, 
And they came to the place to be tied and were tode. 
And homeward, he said, let us drive, and they drove, 
:And as soon as they wished to arrive, they arrove, 
For whatever he couldn't contrive, she controve. 
The kiss he was dying to steal, then he stole, 
At the feet where he wanted to kneel, there he knole, 
And he said, "I feel better than ever I fole." 
So they to each other kept clinging, and clung, 
While time on swift CIrcuit kept winging, and wung; 
And this was the thing he was bringing, and brung; . 
. The man Sally wanted to catch, and had caught- • 
That she wanted from others to snatch, and had snaught-
Was the one that she now liked to scratch. and had scraught. 
An~ Charley's-warm love uegan freezing, and froze, 
While. he took to t.eazing, and cruelly toze 
The gul he had WIshed to be squeezing, and squoze. 
And she answered, "I promised· to cleave· and I've cleft" 
"Wretch !" he cried, when she threatened to leave him a~d left 
" How could you deceive me as you have deceit ?,, ! ' 
- -P_cll.i'leOo. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
COMMON Scnools of Pmnsylvd"ia. Report of the Superintendent of ·Public Instruction of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the · year 
ending June I, 1877 . . J. P. Wickersham, Superintendent Public Instruction. 
Rules and Rl!gulations, Coursl! of Study, and Tl!xt-books of the Public . 
Schools of Tama City, Iowa, 1876. Frank B. Gault, Superintendent. 
Rules and CourSl! of Study for Ihl! MI!,-/!dosia Gradl!d Sclzool. Joseph 
Harker, Principal. 
Fiftl!entn Annual Calalogul! of the Officers and Students of Northwestern 
College,1875-76. Naperville, Du Page Co., Ill. Rev. A. A. Smith, A. M., 
President; Rev. Wm. Huelster, Treasurer. 
University of Michigan. The President's Report to the Board of Regents 
for the year ending June 30,1877. James B. Angell, President. " 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[A .. ,. 6",,1e "a"wi i .. this list May 61t16tai .. ,tl6y /_I'tli-rtlu ;,-iu ttl tlu /tUtu,,-
ers c!fTHE EDUCAT.'ONAL WEIUCLV.] . 
ATKINSON .. -Ganot's Physics. Elem. Treatise on Physics, Experlmental and Ap-
phed. For the use of Schools and Colleges. Tr. and ed. from Ga""t'l EII.nUl 
de Physique. By E . Atkinson, Ph. D. IIlus. I2mo, pp. 9'9. Wm. W""d6o C" ... . ,S 00 
BARTLETT.-Familiar Quotations. BelDg an attempt to trace to their source pas-
sages and phrases in common use. 7th ed., rev. and """tly enlarged. I.mo. Lit-
tle, Br"wn 0- C" •..•• ••••. •• • . •• . . .• •. .•.... . ....•• '3; hf. elf., '5; elf., J6 ; mor., 6 so 
BELLOY.-Christopher Columbus and the Discovery of the New World . By Mar-
quis de Belloy. Tr. by R. S. H. With 6 etchingl and 51 wood eng., designed and 
eng. by Leopold Flameng. 4to, pp. 217. Geh6ie 0- Bal'rie . ..•. .. •... . .. . . . ..... 1' 50 
BIGELOW.-The Tariff Policy of England and the United States cOl\trasted. By 
Erastus B. Bigelow. 8vo. Litt/., Brown 0- C" .••••••••.. •• .• .. . .•...• 750.; paper, So 
GAMBLE.-Manual of the Common Schools of Fayette County, Ind. With Histori-
cal Sketches. By J . S. Gamble. 16mo, pp .• 8. Paper. P. G. Th"",s",. . . .. ... .. . 10 
LACROIX.-Science and Literature in the Middle Ages. By Paul Lacroix. lllus. 
with IS chromo·lith,s. and '30. wood engs . . 4to, pp. 600. D . AIIlet",. 0- C". '12; 
hf. cf., "5; cf., ,,8; lev. mor. . ... ... ..... .. . .. ... ••..•• . .. . . •• . •.. ' .. , ...•...••••••...•..• 5 00 
LUEBKE.-Outlmes of the History of Art. By Dr. Wilhelm Luebke. A new transla-
tion, ed. by Ciarence Cook. In 2 vols. Vol. s. IIlustr. Bvo, pp. xix, 571. D"dd, 
Mead & Co....... ... . . . . . . . . . . ...... . •. •.•.... . . . . ... .. . .... ...•. • . . .•.•....••..• 7 00 
RAFTER.-Mechanics of Ventilation. By Gee. W. Rafter, C. E . (Van Nostrand's 
Science Series, No. 33.) IBmo. Bds. D. Va .. N"strand .. : . ... . .... ..• ..•...• SO 
TAINE.-History of English Literature. · By H. A. Taine. NiW ed. 2 vols. in one. 
8vo. Henry Holt & C"...... . . . . . . . . . ...... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... • . . . . . . . . . .. 4 00 
TANCOCK.-An Elementary English Grammar. By Rev. O. W. Tancock, M. A. 
(Clarendon Press Series.) 16mo, pp. iii, 9" Macmilla .. 0- Co . . ............ ;. ... 75 
WEISBACH.-A Manual of the Mechanics of Engineering, and of the Construcbon 
of Machines. Designed as a Text-book for Technical ~choo~ and ~llea:es, and for 
the use of Engineers and Architects, etc. By Dr. Ph,l. J~hus 'Velsl)ach. yol. • . 
Application of Mechanics to Machines. Sec. • • ·Hydraulics and Hydrauhc Mo-
tors. Transl. from the fourth augmented and improved German ~d.,. wi~ th.e au-
thorization of Dr. Alvin Weisbach! by ~. Jay puBo .. , Prof. of Engtn~enng ,n the 
Sheflield Scientific School, Yale Col. Wlth380J!1s. 8vo,PP.738. W.leyo-s" .. , 6 00 
WHITNEY.-A Compend.ious German and English Dictio~ with N'?tation of Cor-
respondences, and Brief Etymologies. By William D. Whitney. tAssISted by A. H . 
Edgren. 12mo. He .. ry Holt & Co .............• · ••..•• •••.•• . ..••••• . .•...• . . ' ,". 3 SO 
• 
Publishers' Department: 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY, from one to twenty Incl ... lve, will be furnished for five cents each. All published since No. 20, ten cents each. Any.who have extra cop-
ies of Nos. 45 or 47 will·confer a favor on us by returDlng.them. We WIll extend their sub-
scription one week tor each copy so returned. . . 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on receIpt of the fUxt number, we 
will mail it free. Always gIve the num6er of the paper, not the date. 
In ordenng a change in the address 01 your paper, always give the postoflice and state 
From which you wish the address changed. 
. TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
$2.50 per year (SO Nos.); '1.50 per volume ('5 No.s.). In clubs of five $2,'5 a~d '1.35. .In 
clubs of ten $2.00 and'I.20. Three months on trtal, 60 cenls. Sent to Pubhc Llbranes 
and Reading Rooms for '2.00 a year. Paymen~ invariably in advance. . 
The last number paid for by each subscnber IS on the address-label. TheJ'aper WIll not 
be sent beyond that number unless the subscription Is renewed, which sboul be done two 
weeks in advance. 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft, check, or P . O. money order pay-
able to S. R. WINCHELL 8< Co. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per hne, agate measure, 10 cents each InSertion. When a spcclal location is chosen, .. 
cenls a line. Special Notices, '5 cenls a line. 
Special rates for twelve, six; and three months' contracts. Orders from strangen must 
be paid monthly in advance. 
Copy should be received by Saturday noon, previo ... to date ,?f issue. 
Each advertisingjage of TUB EDUCATIONAL WIlBKLY contaIns three columns, each col-
umn ten inches. an one inch fourteen tipes . . 
No advertisement will be inserted for I ... than one dollar. 
Address all communicatIOns to 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO .• 
I'JO Macljson St., Chicago • 
NEW ADVEI!,TISEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
Adams, Blackmer, and Lyon Pub Co., School Registers, Blanks, etc. 
Curt W. Meyer, Cheap Apparatus for Students and Common Schools. 
Edmund B . . Fairfield, University of Nebraska. . 
S. R. Winchell & Co., To Teachers and Scholars. .. 
A. H. Andrews & Co., Triumph School Desk, Kindergarten Matenal, NoiSe-
less Drawing Slates. 
D. Lothrop & Co., Wuie Awake and Baby Land. 
R: Valentine, School of TelegraphY.i · . ., 
J. W. Shoem!Uoer.~N~&biool.o( Elocution"ud OratoJy. 
